Selective two-dimensional effect-directed analysis with thin-layer chromatography.
There are thousands of organic trace substances in the environment that are not fully characterized, and evaluation of their relevance to the ecosystem is difficult. Effect-directed analysis (EDA) is a suitable tool to assess the effects of a substance via in-vitro bioassays, which can provide information about the relevance of the substance. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (HPTLC) has been shown to be a good method for fractionation. Environmental samples, however, often have high complexity, which is why the peak capacity of HPTLC is not sufficient. Therefore, this study focused on the development of selective two-dimensional (2D) HPTLC-EDA to increase the peak capacity and facilitate the identification of effective compounds. Thus, only effective zones were selected in the first dimension in terms of heart-cutting and were transferred to the second dimension through elution head-based extraction. Three 2D approaches were developed and validated. The best results in terms of peak capacity and orthogonality were achieved when the retardation factors of the first dimension were used to adjust the mobile phase (MP) for the second dimension. Applying the acetylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibition assay as an example EDA, analysis of spiked surface water by 2D HPTLC-EDA allowed zones with neurotoxic effects to responsible substances to be assigned. The 2D separation reduced the complexity of effective zones and thus facilitated the subsequent identification of effective compounds. Knowledge about a substancés effects enabled assessment of its relevance to the environment.